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7 Hits in 3 Weeks! 
I Just Missed a $450 Payday – AGAIN! 

 
I have some exciting new developments! 
 
I explained in my Final Solution Report that I have a system 
based on two numbers. After looking over my notes and what 
has actually hit, I now see that I should play these two box 
numbers PLUS the two hottest PAIRS. I call this the 4-set (2 box 
numbers and 2 pairs). Each pair represents 10 numbers. For 
example, pair 38 means that these numbers will have to be 
played: 380, 381, 382, 383, 384, 385, 386, 387, 388, 389.  This 
means that the 4-set represents 22 numbers. This is more 
numbers than I would want, but this will result in steady 
consistent hits.  
 
For example, this system told me that the two hottest pairs for 
New York for the week of Sunday January 28 to Saturday 
February 3 were 29 and 79. Both of these pairs hit as doubles.  
The numbers 992 and 797 hit on January 31.  
 
No hits from the system during the week of Feb 4 to Feb 10.  
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The system told me that the two hottest pairs in New York for 
the week of Feb 11 to Feb 17 (last week) were 58 and 89.  
 
Double 558 hit NY on February 12.  
Double 998 hit NY on February 16.  
Single 897 hit NY on February 17.  
That’s TWO Doubles and a Single in ONE Week! 
 
And the system told me on Saturday night that the two  
hottest pairs this week (Feb 18 to Feb 24) are 38 and 28.  
 
383 hit right out of the gate the next day (Sunday Feb 18).  
822 (another double!) hit the next day on Monday Feb 19.  
That’s TWO Doubles in TWO Days! 
 
It is clear to me now that the winning combination is playing 
the two hottest singles and the two hottest pairs. So I am 
changing things around (and updating the report I am writing) 
to reflect this update.  
 
Here is another exciting update: I sent out instructions to an 
assistant I work with on how to code a state; specifically, 
NORTH CAROLINA. I sent her written instructions plus an Excel 
sheet to do the coding on. She did great. This taught me that I 
can teach this easily via email alone. So here is what I am 
thinking: If you would like for me to teach you this coding 
system NOW, I can teach it to you BEFORE my report comes 
out! More details on this later!  
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This coding system is so powerful and accurate that it may 
end up being the ONLY Pick 3 system you will ever use for the 
rest of your life! There are MANY advantages to this system 
over EVERY OTHER SYSTEM in the market. For one, it will tell 
you exactly when to START playing a set of numbers and most 
importantly, when to STOP playing those numbers (I call this 
Containment). You can also use this coding system to identify 
hidden patterns within the game. For example, you can know 
what will be the hottest singles, doubles, and pairs for the 
coming week once you learn this system!  
 
Knowing my coding system is almost like “cheating” because it 
will tell you ahead of time what numbers, doubles and pairs 
will hit your state in the next 7 days! 
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I Just Missed a $450 Payday 
(Again!) 

 
Here is how powerful this coding system is with JUST the two 
numbers (without the two pairs).  
 
I recently sent out a report titled I Just Missed a $450 Payday  
(email me if you did not get it). I was playing the number 958 
straight in New York just last week (Feb 11 to Feb 17) and the 
number 955 hit on February 13. I missed winning $450 by one 
digit! 
 
Guess what? 
It happened AGAIN last night!  
 
I am playing number 214 straight in New York this week  
(Jan 18 to Jan 24) – and the number 204 hit LAST NIGHT! 
(You can clearly see the date, January 20, on my 5dimes back 
office below). 
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You can see the full page below. 
 

 
 
 
Here is why the 4-set strategy is better than my 2 number 
strategy:  
 

I would have gotten 7 HITS in the last 3 weeks if I would 
been playing the 4-set for New York instead of just the 
two hot singles for New York.  
 
I would have hit 822 THIS WEEK (pair 28) on Feb 19.  
I would have hit 383 THIS WEEK (pair 38) on Feb 18. 
I would have hit 897 (pair 89) on Feb 17.  
I would have hit 998 (pair 89) on Feb 16.  
I would have hit 558 (pair 58) on Feb 12.  
I would have hit 992 (pair 89) on Jan 31.  
I would have hit 797 (pair 79) on Jan 31.  
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That’s 7 hits by just adding the two hottest pairs from my 
coding system – and most of these hits were DOUBLES! 

 
MY NEW BETTING STRATEGY: I will be changing my betting 
strategy. I will be playing the 12 straight numbers for 0.25 cents 
(the two hot singles from the 4-set can be converted into 12 
straight numbers). This will be $6 spent per day or $42 per 
week (played for 0.25 cents at 5dimes.com). The two pairs will 
give me 20 box numbers. These can be played for $10 per day, 
which will be $70 per week. So the weekly investment will be 
$112. The straight hits will pay $225 and the box hits will pay 
$37.50. However, these pairs tend to hit as DOUBLES, so the 
payout will many times be $75.  
 
I can teach you the coding system responsible for these 7 hits 
(and the 2 straight number misses in two weeks!) NOW.  
This means that you will not have to wait for my report; you 
can learn how to use my coding system immediately (I am 
currently writing the 7 Day Coding System report – but it will 
take a few weeks for it to be completed).  
 
I will explain how to code the Pick 3 numbers, step by step.  
I will go over your work to make sure you got it right. I will 
teach you my coding system using North Carolina numbers 
since I already have written instructions for this state (coding  
is the SAME for all the states).  
 
https://www.lotterypost.com/results/nc/calendar/pick3/2018 

https://www.lotterypost.com/results/nc/calendar/pick3/2018
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You will code a few weeks in North Carolina. You will be able to 
email me your questions during the coaching period which is 
two weeks long.  
 
Once you understand the process, you can move on to your 
state. For example, if you play Texas, you will start to code 
Texas. You need at least 12 weeks of codes to identify the 4-set: 
the two hottest box numbers and the two hottest pairs. I will 
help you identify these. NOTE: There are 24 numbers per week 
in Texas so this means that you will need at least 288 codes to 
determine the 4-set for Texas; 24 X 12 weeks = 288.  
 
And I will repeat what I said before; this coding system will 
most likely end up being my FINAL solution to the Pick 3 game 
because I really do not see anything better; THIS IS IT. I may 
change the information I get out the codes (you can use the 
codes to predict the hottest digits, pairs, box numbers, front 
pairs, etc.) but the coding system itself will remain my 
dominant strategy.  
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If you would like to get my instructions to learn my coding 
system NOW - PLUS get my Excel sheet already formatted to 
do the coding process, the price is $60. This includes:  

 Two weeks of email instructions to code NORTH CAROLINA 
(once you learn the basic coding process, you can code 
ANY state). 

 My Excel Coding sheet. 

 Email Coaching: You can email me any coding question 
you have during the two weeks. (If you would like PHONE 
COACHIGNG as well, email me for details) 

 You will also get an early (unfinished) version of my future 
report titled: The 7 Day Coding System. 

 
 
If interested, email me with $60-7 Day Coding System on the 
subject line of your email and I will send you a Paypal invoice 
right away. I will email you my Excel sheet and report with 
instructions on how to code right after I get payment. You will 
be coding 3 WEEKS in North Carolina. You can email me your 
coding questions anytime during the next TWO WEEKS. This 
should be enough time for you to learn the system and do it on 
your own. Once you learn the system, you can start coding your 
state.  
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AFTER you have collected the codes of the last 12 to 15 weeks 
in your state, I will show you how to identify the two hottest 
NUMBERS and the two hottest PAIRS in your state. This is the  
4-set for your state. They are played Sunday through Saturday.  
 
THE 4-SET CHANGES EVERY WEEK. 
 
You get a new 4-set after the last drawing on Saturday night; it 
will be good for the next 7 days.  
 
Again, email me at aanewyork4000@gmail with this on the 
subject line of your email if interested: 
$60-7 Day Coding System 
 
 
The Pick 3 Coach 
February 21, 2018 
 


